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ABSTRACT
A model for quantum dot (QD) superluminescent light emitting diode (SLED) is presented to study an optical power output and linewidth
over a wide range of injection currents. The analysis is based on the photon and carrier rate equations including the effects of homogeneous
and inhomogeneous broadening, carrier escape process, and high-current heating. The model is validated using experimental data available
from the literature. The results show non-monotonic variations of the output optical power and linewidth of the SLED with the injection
current density. It is seen that there exists an optimum injection current density for which the power–linewidth product becomes maximum
for a given device length of the QD SLED.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5131550
I. INTRODUCTION
The advantage of the high power of laser and broad linewidth
(LW) of the conventional light-emitting diode (LED) can be implemented simultaneously using superluminescent light emitting
diodes (SLEDs). This makes it suitable for some important applications, such as sub-cellular imaging, structural health monitoring,
laser spectroscopy, ghost imaging, etc., to satisfy the requirement of
high resolution and large probing depth for such applications.1–4
Quantum dot (QD) is particularly attractive in an active layer of
SLED because of its advantageous characteristics arising out of
complete carrier confinement in all directions. It offers higher
luminescent efficiency, material gain, and has the potential for
high-speed modulation even at high temperatures.5,6 Besides, the
density of states (DOS) of the ensemble of QDs grown by the
Stranski–Krastanov (SK) method deviates from an ideal delta function due to the variation in sizes of different dots.7 This results in
inhomogeneous broadening of the output spectra, which is advantageous for certain applications, such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) for skin imaging, fiber-optic interferometer, etc.,8,9
where a broad linewidth of a high-power optical source is required
for higher resolutions. High performance of a device depends on
its good design which demands a representative physics-based
model. Some theoretical studies10–14 are reported in the literature
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that study the output power and linewidth of SLEDs. However,
these models have applicability over a limited range of injection
current, particularly for CW operation desired for certain applications. In this paper, a detailed and systematic analysis of the
power output and linewidth of QD-based SLEDs is presented,
which can be applied over a wide range of injected current
density for both CW and pulsed operations. The theoretical
background is given in Sec. II.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Let us consider the schematic layer structure of a QD SLED in
the xz-plane shown in Fig. 1 using an InAs/GaAs QD active region
as an example. The active region consists of alternate layers of an
InAs QD ensemble separated by GaAs barriers. Wide gap
Al0.3Ga0.7As layers on both sides of the active region serve as the
guiding layers. The dots and guiding layers are assumed doped
and barriers undoped in the computations. Dots are assumed selfassembled grown by the Stranski–Krastanov method. The contact
and buffer layers are as shown in the figure. The model presented
here for QD SLED is, however, general and applies to different
materials and structure parameters. The input current is injected
along the x-direction for the bias applied between the top and
bottom contacts. The structure is assumed to be homogeneous
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of quantum dots grown by the SK method, as mentioned earlier.
The dots in each layer differ randomly in size and shape. Taken
together, this inhomogeneity of dots results in a spread of energy
states around a nominal value, where the density of states follows
the Gaussian distribution. So, the effect of all dots in a layer can be
taken into account by assuming an equivalent single dot structure
with in-homogeneously broadened distribution of states. Thus, the
material gain of this equivalent single dot structure is estimated
avoiding the complexity of calculating gains separately from all
individual dots in a layer.
The material gain gm,i (〈n〉,E) of the ith QD-layer of the SLED
at energy E is derived from the calculation of emission and absorption rates based on Fermi’s golden rule and is given by16
gm,i ðhni, EÞ ¼

2πe2 ND X jPcv,i j2
c,v ω
cnr ε0 m20
cv,i
ð þ1

{ fc (E0 ) fv (E0 )}B0 (E0

Ecv,i )Bcv (E

E0 )dE0 ,

1

FIG. 1. Schematic structure of the QD SLED structure. The materials of
different layers are shown taking example of an InAs/GaAs QD active region.

along the y-direction, so current spreading effect is neglected in
the analysis. Photons generated within the active region travel
along the z axis. Now, the rate equations are solved to find the
relationship between the injected carriers and the generated
photons in the SLED.15,16
The photon rate equations, under steady state conditions, for
SLEDs with QDs in the active layer, can be written as follows:
v ph

dN pf ,i ðhni, E, z Þ
¼ v ph {Γgm,i ðhni, EÞ
dz
N pf ,i
þ δ f Rsp,i
τp

α}N pf ,i ðhni, E, z Þ
(1)

for forward propagating waves (+z direction) and
v ph

dN pb,i ðhni, E, z Þ
¼ v ph fΓgm,i ðhni, EÞ
dz
N pb,i
δ b Rsp,i
τp

αgN pb,i ðhni, E, z Þ
(2)

for backward propagating waves (−z direction).
Subscripts f and b represent the forward and backward directions, respectively, Npf,i (Npb,i) is forward (backward) traveling
photon densities in the ith QD layer at z having energy E, 〈n〉is the
average number of electron hole pairs per QD, Γ is the confinement
factor, α is the optical loss in the active material, vph is the photon
velocity within the active region, τp is the photon lifetime which
takes into account the photons lost from the cavity, such as escape
of photons from end facets, absorption in cavity (excluding the
active region). Symbol δf (δb) is used to denote the fraction of the
spontaneous emission contributed to the photons propagating in
the forward (backward) direction.17
The active region of this SLED consists of several QD-layers
separated by barrier layers. Each of these QD-layers is an ensemble
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(3)

where fv (E0 ) and fc (E0 ) are Fermi occupation probabilities of electrons in the valence band and conduction band, respectively, ωcv,i
is the frequency of emitted light, Pcv,i is the momentum matrix
element, Ecv,i is the transition energy, which is a sum of the electron
energy, hole energy, and bandgap energy, subscript i is used to
include the variable/parameter in the ith dot layer, nr is the refractive index of the QD material, and ND is the QD volume density. It
may be noted that the factor B0(E’Ecv,i) represents the Gaussian distribution16 of the density of energy states in the ith QD-layer to
take into account the inhomogeneity of dots in that layer. In addition, the factor Bcv (E–E’’) is also used to include the effect of
homogeneous broadening due to the temperature variation, etc.
and is usually represented by the Lorentzian line shape function.14
The carrier energies in QDs are calculated by solving the
Schrödinger equation knowing the electric fields in different
QD-layers as schematically shown in Fig. 2(a). The calculation of
electric field at different boundaries/interfaces of the structure is
given in Appendix A. These field dependent energies are further
used to find the wave functions and the overlapping between the
wave functions of the carriers within the QD.18,19 The spontaneous
emission rate, Rsp,i, from the QDs in the ith dot layer is calculated
from the spontaneous emission lifetime of the carriers within dots
in that layer and following,20 it may be written as
Rsp,i ðhni, EÞ ¼ hniND


ð þ1

e2 nr X
ω jP j2
c,v cv,i cv,i
πε0 m20 c3 h
fc (E0 )[1

fv (E0 )]B0 (E0

Ecv,i )Bcv (E

E0 )dE0 :

1

(4)

To develop the carrier rate equation, the physical processes
considered are described below. The injected carriers get confined
in the dots of the first layer of QDs due to the potential barrier
between dots and barriers—a fraction of which gets recombined
either radiatively or non-radiatively within the dots, and the
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The radiative recombination within the dots is taken into
account through the term Rsp,i for the ith layer as given in (3),
while the non-radiative recombination is assumed to be of the
Shockley Read Hall (SRH) type and is denoted by Rnon,i.
To incorporate the carrier escape process from QDs, let us
consider Fig. 2(b), where qVoffset is the band offset between the QD
and barrier, Ecarrier is the confined energy in QDs. The energy
states within the dot are lowered due to the band-tilting in the presence of the applied bias. As a result, the effective potential barrier
for the carriers within the dot is changed to (qVoffset–Ecarrier). So,
following Refs. 21,22, the carrier loss rate due to escape of carriers
from dots in the ith layer may be written as
Remi,i ¼ Be

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic electric field profile across the active layer. First index of
the electric field (F) symbol represents the dot layer number, second index represents top or bottom of that particular layer and last index represents dot (D) or
barrier (B) layer, (b) diagram showing the effective potential barrier for thermionic emission in the presence of an electric field.

remaining fraction escapes the dots through the thermionic emission over the barrier to reach the next layer of QDs. This process
continues for all the layers of the active region.

J
qdQD NQD

Cf2

2J 2 ρ X
¼
i
me vd2

ð þ1
1




v ph Γgm,i ðhni, EÞ

N pf ,i ðhni, z, EÞ ¼ N f 0,i e
þ



1
gi v ph τ p

Nspf ,i
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1
gi v ph τ p
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N pb,i ðhni, z, EÞ ¼ Nb0,i e
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1 ,

(7)
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1
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þ

(5)

1
gi v ph τ p

1

e



(6)

z



gi 1

1
gi v ph τ p



z

!

1 ,

(8)

where gi is the modal gain (assumed uniform along z), Nf0,i (Nb0,i)
is the forward (backward) traveling photon densities at z = 0 and
Nspf ,i (Nspb,i ) is the forward (backward) photon densities generated
from the spontaneous emission of the ith QD layer. The above generalized analysis is applicable for devices also having optical input
in addition to the injected currents. Assuming no optical input, as
is usual in the case of a SLED (i.e., Nf0,i = Nb0,i R0), the photon
density at the output facet (on the right in Fig. 1) from the ith
layer, N pL,i is derived using Eqs. (6) and (7) as
{egi (1

1
gi v ph τ p

,

where B is a material dependent constant and assumed to be the
same for both electrons and holes.
When the injection current is high, the heating effect reduces
the number of available carriers for radiative recombination. The
generated heat is equated to the kinetic energy of the carriers to calculate the amount of heating per unit volume per unit time and is
given by 2ρCf2 J 2 /me vd2 , where J is the injected current density,Cf is
the fraction of J responsible for generation of heat, vd, me, and ρ are,
respectively, the thermal velocity, effective mass of the carriers within
QDs, and resistivity. The
effective resistivity may be approxiP overallP
mately written as ρ ¼ k ρk dk / k dk , assuming the same area and
uniform resistivity in each layer (k) of thickness dk in the structure,

z

gi 1






α N pf ,i ðhni, EÞ þ N pb,i ðhni, EÞ þ Rsp,i dE þ Rnon,i þ Remi,i ,

where dQD and NQD are the dot height and layer number of QDs,
respectively. The first term on the right side of (5) represents the
loss of carriers due to stimulated emission. The summation is taken
over the number of QD layers (i) to obtain the total emissions from
all the QD layers. It may be noted that the photon densities used
in (5) are averaged over the length of the device.
Now, the rate equations (1) and (5) are solved self-consistently
to find the photon and carrier distribution within the device. The
computation is done numerically as shown in the flow chart given
in Appendix B. The solution is obtained for a constant injection
current density across the contact region assuming no current
spreading and by using appropriate boundary conditions at the end
facets. The solution, 〈n〉, obtained from the iterative method, is
used to find the distribution of forward and backward traveling
photon densities at z in the ith dot layer as follows:
gi 1

qVoffset Ecarrier,i
kT

N pL,i (E) ¼

1/gi v ph τ p )L

1}

(

Nspf ,i
þegi (1
(1 1/gi v ph τ p )

1 R0 RL e2gi (1

1/gi v ph τ p )L

1/gi v ph τ p )L

Nspf ,i R0

)

,

(9)
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where L is the length of the active layer, R0, RL are the input
and output facet reflectivities, respectively. So, the optical power
spectral density (PSD), Pλ(E), is obtained from the following
expression:
Pλ (E) ¼ (1

RL )v ph wdQD hc

X

i

N pL,i (E)/λ ,

(10)

where w is the width of the active layer andthe summation is used
over all the dot layers. The above PSD is integrated over photon
energy (E), where the gain profile [Eq. (2)] holds to obtain optical
power output.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Using the equations given earlier, the computations are
done taking InAs/GaAs QD SLED as an example. The computational approach is described through a flow chart in
Appendix B. First, the output power is computed to compare
with experimental data taken from the literature. The nominal
dot heights in QD-layers and barrier thicknesses are kept same
as used in many studies.5,23–25 However, to the knowledge of
the authors, a suitable experimental report with a similar structure and for cw operation at high current is not available in
the literature to verify the model. So, the authors chose Ref. 26
of the same material system, where an experimental result for
cw operation over a wide range of current density was found
suitable for comparing models, though it26 used a special structure with variable dot heights in different QD-layers and variable cap layer thicknesses for the purpose of increasing
linewidth. To replace this structure with an equivalent structure
as used in the model, the central wavelength of an output spectrum (1033 nm26) is taken as the common reference and that
needed nominal dot heights to be 5 nm in all QD-layers,
keeping other parameters such as barrier thickness (30 nm)
separating QD layers, dot density, number of dot layers, facet
reflectivities, etc. the same as in Ref. 26. Other material parameters, if any, not found in Ref. 26 are taken from references
given in Table I. It may be noted that heights of SK-grown
QDs in a particular layer also vary in size. So, the choice of an
equivalent nominal height may be considered reasonable. The
model results and experimental data are now plotted as a function of injection current density in Fig. 3 for a 1 mm device
length. The plot shows reasonably good agreement in the
nature of the model output with experimental data over the

FIG. 3. Comparison of the output power obtained from the model with the
experimental data taken from the literature26 for a device length of 1 mm.

entire range of the current density. It may be mentioned here
that the extrinsic (parasitic) effect due to different layers may
appear through an equivalent series resistance. But, this series
resistance does not affect the current density (steady-state)
dependent plot, except a contribution to heating (at high
current through contribution to overall effective resistivity, ρ)
as included in the model.
The model is now used to obtain the subsequent results based
on computations taking the following values of parameters as an
example. The structure has four layers of InAs QD having a
nominal height of 5 nm, a doping density of 1018 cm−3 separated
by 20 nm undoped GaAs barriers, a dot density of 5 × 1010 cm−2,
an aperture width of 35.49 μm, and a device length of 1 mm unless
otherwise specified. Besides, zero facet reflectivity and confinement
factor of 0.1 are assumed. The material parameters used in subsequent simulations are given in Table I.

TABLE I. Material parameters used for the SLED structure.

Parameter

Value used in the analysis
27

InAs/GaAs CB offset
InAs/GaAs VB offset27
Bandgap27
Refractive index28
Thermal velocity28
Material loss29
Photon lifetime29

0.55 eV
0.35 eV
0.524 eV (including effect of strain)
3.51
7.7 × 1010 ms−1
2 cm−1
8.3 ps

J. Appl. Phys. 128, 083102 (2020); doi: 10.1063/1.5131550
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FIG. 4. Variation of the electric field within the QD, barrier, and cladding layer.
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The electric field at different regions within the SLED is
obtained using the calculations shown in Appendix A and is
plotted as a function of distance in Fig. 4. It is seen that electric
field varies linearly within the QD, while it remains the same in the
undoped barrier. It may be noted that each dot layer has different
electric fields, which contributes to peak gain at different wavelengths. This information is used in the calculation of photon
density from different dot layers using (8). Then, (9) is used to find
the output power spectra (PSD) and total output power from
SLED.
The nature of variation of power with current density (as in
Fig. 3) shows that, for low current densities, the output power
increases with the injection current density. This happens because
of the availability of more carriers within the dots due to confinement and hence, radiative recombination increases within the dot.
As the current density is increased above a certain value, the heat
generation within the device becomes significant, which reduces
the effective number of carriers available for radiative recombination, thus reducing the output optical power. In this computation,
B and Cf are taken as 2.65 × 1012/s and 4.75 × 10−3, respectively,
and are kept same throughout the analysis. This variation of
average number of carriers within dot, 〈n〉, is shown using dotted
lines in Fig. 5. It is seen from the plot (red dotted line) that 〈n〉 initially increases for low current densities and after attaining a peak
value it decreases. This decrease in the output power at high
current density is, however, not seen if the heating effect is not considered as shown in that figure (dashed and solid lines). Also, the
effect of escape of carriers on output power is seen very small
(comparing solid and dashed lines). This variation of 〈n〉 modifies
the modal gain, which is plotted in Fig. 6 for different injected
current densities. It can be noted that the modal gain is negative
for a low current density due to the availability of less carriers for
radiative recombination. As the injection current density increases,
the modal gain becomes positive and after attaining a maximum
value, it decreases. This happens because of the reduction in the
effective number of carriers available for radiative recombination,

as shown in Fig. 5. This influences the density of photons generated
from dot layers.
The spectral distribution of the photon densities from different QD layers along with the overall spectral distribution is shown
in Fig. 7. The results are shown for photon densities normalized to
their peak values. It may be noted that the photons emitting from
each dot layer have different transition energies (mean of Gaussian
distribution) due to the different electric fields developed in each
dot layer for the applied bias. Thus, there is a shift in the mean of
Gaussian distribution from one QD layer to the other. So, the
overlap of the distribution function from different layers results in
an increase in the overall broadening, and the power output has a
broader linewidth than the individual spectrum from each QD
layer. Since the total photon density is the sum of photon densities
from each dot layer, the overall spectral density of the power output
has a broader linewidth than the individual spectrum from each

FIG. 5. Variation of the average number of carriers per QD, 〈n〉 for 1 kA cm−2
injected current density.

FIG. 7. Variation of the normalized photon densities at output facets from
each QD layer for a 1 mm device length and 1 kA/cm2 injection current density
(variance of dot size distribution, σ, 20 meV).
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FIG. 6. Variation of the modal gain for input current densities starting from
100 A/cm2 to 5 kA/cm2 at the step of 250 A/cm2 for 1 mm.
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QD layer as shown in Fig. 7. It was seen18 that as the electric field
increases, the emission coefficient increases while the absorption
coefficient decreases, which indicates that the material gain (difference between emission and absorption coefficients) increases with
the electric field. Hence, the photons generated in a dot layer get
amplified according to the material gain in that particular dot
layer. The optical signal at the output facet (output power) is the
contribution by the photons from different layers. Figure 8 shows
the variation of the output power spectra (PSD) for different
current densities. The peak of PSD initially increases with injection
current for lower current densities due to the increased number of
carriers available for radiative recombination and then decreases
due to heat dissipation at higher injection current densities as discussed earlier.
Another important the SLED parameter is its linewidth (LW),
i.e., full width at half maximum (FWHM) which is plotted in Fig. 9
as a function of injection current density for different device
lengths. It is seen that, as the injection current density increases,
the FWHM first decreases, reaches a minimum, and then increases.
This is due to the reason given below. At low and high injection
currents, the carriers available for radiative recombination are small
as shown in Fig. 5, which is responsible for a low material gain. As
a result, the stimulated emission rate reduces making the spontaneous emission more dominant to broaden the output spectra at low
and high injection currents.
From the previous discussions, it is seen that the output
optical power and FWHM change in opposite directions as current
density is increased. However, when both power and linewidth are
important, the power (P)–FWHM (LW) product (say, PLW) may
be considered as a useful performance criterion. So, PLW is plotted
in Fig. 10 as a function of injected current densities for different
device lengths. The plot suggests that there exists an optimum
current density for a given length, for which the product becomes
maximum. It may be mentioned here that in obtaining this plot the

FIG. 8. Variation of the output power spectra (PSD) for different current densities at a 1 mm device length. The overall emission wavelength is around
1033 nm having a linewidth of 50.35 nm at 1 kA/cm2.
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FIG. 9. Variation of FWHM, with current density for different device lengths.

model parameters for different device lengths are kept fixed as a
reasonable approximation. Any possible small variation of these
parameters may change the output a little, but the inference on the
existence of an optimum current density for the maximum PLW of
the QD SLED remains unchanged.
A summary of the optimum design and maximum PLW is
given in Table II for different device lengths. The table also shows
the LW (FWHM) and output power corresponding to the
maximum PLW. The optimum J is extracted after smooth fitting of
data. It shows that the optimum current density is less for larger
lengths of the device and also provides a higher output power at
the cost of FWHM. This may be a useful guide in the design of
SLED for target applications.

FIG. 10. Variation of the power–linewidth product (PLW) with current density for
different device lengths. Dot symbols on plots indicate the maximum PLW.
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TABLE II. Optimum J for the maximum PLW and other related parameters at the
maximum PLW for different lengths of the device.

Length
(mm)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Optimum J
(kA/cm2)

Maximum PLW
(mW nm)

LW
(nm)

Output
power (mW)

3.20
3.12
2.98
2.92
2.85
2.74
2.66
2.56

6.20
25.71
47.30
79.50
136.63
260.46
449.38
818.83

51.53
48.41
45.98
43.77
40.20
37.90
35.26
33.63

0.12
0.53
1.03
1.82
3.40
6.87
12.74
24.35

scitation.org/journal/jap

the electron escape mechanism from dots mentioned earlier is a
partial picture. There is an additional possibility of a two-step
escape mechanism in the presence of an excited state: transition
(thermal) of electrons from the ground state to the excited state
followed by tunneling through a triangular barrier. This probability is, however, very low for an occupied excited state and
thick barrier. In this case, the thermionic emission from the occupied excited state [as in (4)] may be relatively significant among
the possible escape processes. Also, the effect of escape is seen
(Fig. 5) very small compared to other dominant physical processes
shown in the model. So, the model may predict the output reasonably well.

IV. CONCLUSION
As it is shown in the literature, one approach to increase the
linewidth (FWHM) is to use the excited state (ES) along with the
ground state (GS). This, however, depends on the proximity of
the states (ground state and excited state) and inhomogeneous
broadening due to dot size variations in the ensemble of quantum
dots. The present model may be applied to consider excited state
(s) also. A plot is given in Fig. 11 using the model to show the
effect of an excited state using different dot structures and other
parameters as mentioned in the caption of the figure. The figure
shows that as the injection current increases, the excited state is
gradually occupied, resulting in broadening of the FWHM. In the
inset, the variation of the power–FWHM product with current
density is shown, which shows the existence of the optimum
current density for the maximum power–FWHM product. It may
be noted here that in the case of structures with the excited state,

The output optical power and linewidth of QD SLED are
studied over a wide range of injection current by solving steady
state carrier and photon rate equations. The model includes the
effects of homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadenings, escape
of carriers from QD, heat dissipation at high injection, etc. To solve
the steady state rate equations, the modal gain and spontaneous
emission rate are calculated using Fermi’s golden rule and knowing
the electric fields at different interfaces of the quantum dot active
layer. The model is validated taking experimental data from the literature. The results show the variation of output optical power and
linewidth with injection current for different device lengths. As the
injection current increases, the output power increases reaching a
maximum and then decreases. This reduction in the optical power
at a high injection current density is due to the reduction in the
material gain of the quantum dots. The physical mechanism
behind the reduction of the material gain is the heat generation at a
high injection current density, which reduces the effective number
of carriers available for radiative recombination within the dot. The
linewidth initially decreases, reaches a minimum, and then
increases with the injection current density. This is because, at low
and high injection levels, the modal gain is small and, hence, the
spontaneous emission becomes more significant than stimulated
emission. As a result, the linewidth increases for both low and high
injection levels. It is seen that power and linewidth varies in opposite directions. Besides, there exists an optimum injection current
density for the maximum power–linewidth product of the QD
SLED for a given device length. This makes QD SLEDs an important source for sub-cellular imaging, where high powers and large
linewidths are desired.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION IN THE
STRUCTURE
A schematic electric field profile is shown in Fig. 2(a). To calculate the electric field and potential profiles within the QD and
the barrier, Poisson’s equation is solved. In the following, the
electric fields at different boundaries are expressed in terms of the
electric field at the top of first barrier after the p-cladding layer,
F0,T(B). Then, the electric field at the top of the barrier of the ith
dot layer is given by
Fi,T(B) ¼ F0,T(B)

i

qndot dQD
,
ε2

(A1)

where ndot is the carrier density within dots, ε1 is the permittivity
of QDs, and ε2 is the permittivity of the barrier. The electric
field at the bottom of the barrier, Fi,B(B) of the ith dot layer is same
is (A1). The electric fields at the top and bottom in the ith dot
layer are, respectively, given as
Fi,T(D) ¼

Fi,B(D) ¼

ε2
F0,T(B)
ε1

ε2
F0,T(B)
ε1

i

(i

qndot dQD
,
ε1
1)

qndot dQD
:
ε1

(A2)

(A3)

The voltage-drop across all layers along with the built-in
potential is used to calculate the total voltage-drop across the structure. For a given applied voltage, F0,T(B) is calculated and hence,
fields at all other interfaces are calculated using equations mentioned above.
It may be mentioned here that in the above derivation a specific concentration ndot is assumed, though in a rigorous calculation, it could be found using the self-consistent solution of Poisson
and Schrödinger equations. Complexity is further increased with
the consideration of unequal distribution and shape of dots in
layers. So, we have used an approximate approach to simply the
calculation assuming an average ndot. However, the value of ndot is
found separately for each injection current density using an iterative approach. These electric fields are then used in Schrödinger
equation to find the subband energies, wave functions, and
the overlapping between the wave functions of the carriers within
the QD.
APPENDIX B: COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
The computational approach is described in Fig. 12 through a
flow chart. Using an initial guess of 〈n〉, the electric field is calculated (Appendix A), and then energy eigenvalues and wave functions are calculated using the Schrödinger equation. Optical gain,
emission rate, and different photon densities are calculated using
Eqs. (2), (3), (6), and (7). These values along with other parameters
are used to solve Eq. (5) iteratively to obtain 〈n〉 for the given
current density (J). Finally, output photon density and optical
power spectra at output facet are computed. Simulation is done
running codes in MATLAB.
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FIG. 12. Flowchart for simulation steps.
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